Rural Strategy at a glance
Eight key “issues” or focus areas have been identified as a result of the preliminary work
undertaken on the project to date. They will each be addressed as preparation of the draft
Rural Strategy is progressed, and further details are provided in the Issue papers following.

Issue

Importance

Land based conservation

We are known for our natural environment which
underpins a broad range of economic activities and
supports our tourism industry.

Marine activities

Our waterways contribute significantly to the economic,
social and environmental health of our region, and are
impacted by land-based activities.

Mines and quarries

Mining and quarrying make significant contributions to
State, regional and local economic and employment
outcomes. At the same time they can adversely impact
the environment and our communities.

Rural housing

Demand for housing and accommodation in rural areas
is increasing and must be carefully considered to
minimise its impact on environmental, social and
economic outcomes.

Rural industries and agriculture

Agriculture and associated rural industries are key
drivers of economic development and employment in
the region.

Rural tourism

Sustainable growth in rural tourism and new tourismrelated development in rural areas must be compatible
with other land uses and our environment.

Rural transport infrastructure

Our road and rail corridors form part of national,
regional and local networks and will be important in
catering to existing and emerging development and
activities in our rural areas.

Rural waterways

Water resources and adjoining lands support a broad
and diverse range of activities, which can lead to
competition or conflict.

Land Based Conservation
What is land based conservation?
Land based conservation recognises the importance of natural areas, biodiversity, ecology
and the scenic value of the landscape. It also recognises the opportunities and challenges
associated with land use and development in these areas, including environmental facilities
and protection work, research stations and eco-tourist facilities across the MidCoast.

Why is it important?
Our region is known for the value and diversity of its natural environment. Healthy and
functional natural environments underpin important economic activities such as naturebased tourism, aquaculture, farming and fishing.
Our natural environment also provides for scenic amenity and cultural value that is highlyregarded by residents and visitors. In particular, the MidCoast is known to contain high-level
biodiversity corridors important to wildlife preservation and migration, and supporting the
protection of catchment function and health. These corridors vary in terms of National,
regional and local relevance and this influences how they are planned and managed over
the long term.
The draft Rural Strategy will present a general category system for describing biodiversity
corridors to provide a greater understanding for those looking to invest in new development
or conservation projects; and provide mapping to show where corridors have already been
identified in Government-endorsed plans or initiatives.

Where does land based conservation occur in the MidCoast?
Our local government area covers 1,005,300-hectares. Environmental zones currently make
up approximately 23.3% of this area, providing a strong signpost for where highly sensitive
environments occur. The map below illustrates the existing locations and extent of
environmental zones across the MidCoast.
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Preliminary investigations indicate that many areas are known, or reasonably expected, to
comprise high conservation value assets and natural features that are not currently included
in these environmental zones.

Environmental zones are considered the most restrictive to development opportunities and
assessment requirements. The draft Rural Strategy will consider which controls and
mechanisms appropriate for conservation planning and management of natural areas and
features in our region.
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Note: Some of these controls and mechanisms are not provided in a local environmental
plan, e.g. biodiversity stewardships, conservation covenants and wildlife refuge agreements
which are possible through separate legislative mechanisms.

Which communities, businesses or industries are affected?
The draft Rural Strategy will recommend how local controls could be tailored in a way that
better enables conservation outcomes, particularly on privately-owned land for example:
•

On-farm initiatives - Conservation projects on marginal land which can provide financial
and operational benefits for farmers in the long term.

•

Accommodation - Facilitating low-impact housing and tourist accommodation
developments in high-quality natural areas to meet the underlying demand from
residents and visitors.

•

Visitor / recreational facilities - Facilitating low-impact services and facilities in natural
areas to allow tourism in appropriate areas.

•

Buffer lands - to provide separation between for example: mines, quarries, wastewater
treatment plants, poultry farms and other land uses; but also provide a transition
between rural and residential areas to scenic landmarks and/or sensitive environments.

How will land based conservation relate to other Rural Issue Papers?
Land based conservation is closely aligned with conservation of waterways and aquatic
ecology, which will be discussed separately in the Waterways issues paper.
The Rural Tourism Issues paper will provide additional information on visitor accommodation
and activities within natural areas of the MidCoast.

Land Based Conservation
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Marine Activities
What are marine activities?
Marine activities is a broad term being used to describe the diversity of activities and
industries being undertaken in the coastal environment of the MidCoast, including
aquaculture, commercial fishing, coastal tourism, recreation and conservation of areas of
scenic and cultural significance.
Many of these water-based activities also require the construction and maintenance of landbased structures and facilities such as: boat launching ramps, boat building and repair
facilities, boat sheds, charter and tourism boating facilities, jetties, marinas, moorings,
mooring pens, port facilities, water recreation structures and wharf or boating facilities.

Why are they important?
The effective management and protection of tidal waterways including the Tasman Sea,
coastal lakes, rivers, and creeks contribute significantly to the economic, social and
environmental health of our region.
Our coastal environment supports a diverse range of activities, which can lead to
competition or conflict. Inevitably, waterways are affected by land-based uses and activities
that need to be managed to support the health of marine waterways and adjoining
ecologically sensitive areas.
The regulation and management of marine waterways is complex and involves the
cooperation of various NSW government agencies, local individuals and community groups.
The successful integration of water and land based development and activities within the
coastal environment have the potential to generate unique benefits for local industries and
communities.
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Where can marine activities occur in the MidCoast?
Three waterways zones are available in the Standard LEP: Natural Waterways; Recreational
Waterways; and Working Waterways, and the draft Rural Strategy will set out how this suite
of zones should be applied within the MidCoast.
The locations that are expected to have the highest demand for development to support the
land-side operations of marine activities are commonly zoned Working Waterfront and will be
classified as one of the following Marine Activity Precincts:
•

Harbours - accommodate land-side activities to support businesses such as commercial
fishing, shipping and chartered boating

•

Marinas - often privately-focused e.g. private berths for individual vessels, or vessels
offering small-group tours

•

Specialised areas - single use or single user e.g. oyster farming and processing

•

Landings - small stand-alone boat ramps or jetties offering basic public facilities e.g.
amenities, BBQ, fish cleaning facilities

Information will be provided for each as follows:
•

Existing infrastructure and facilities available

•

The range of uses and activities currently supported, either on or off-shore such as
oyster aquaculture, recreational boating, or traditional uses by the Biripi and Worimi
Aboriginal people

•

Environmental constraints such as sensitive ecological habitats such as wetlands and
recognised marine sanctuary areas

•

Physical constraints including low lying bridges, waterways navigability, or accessibility/
isolation issues

•

Legislative requirements such as restrictions on aquaculture, recreational or commercial
fishing activities

•

Current planning controls, including land use zones and any applicable overlays

Note: The proposed categories for existing Marine Activity Precincts does not currently apply
anywhere outside the MidCoast. It has been formulated specifically for this project through a
review of:
•

Where land use and waterway zones are currently applied,
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•

State, regional and local strategies providing guidance on marine-based activities and
infrastructure relevant to the MidCoast1;

•

Various government and industry related online sources, including mapping2.

The draft Rural Strategy will not identify any locations for new Marine Activity Precincts.

Which communities, businesses or industries are affected?
Preliminary research indicates that marine activities in the MidCoast generally occur within
seven locations, closely associated with separate marine waterway systems or features.
These cover:
Crowdy Head
Manning River (North and South arms)
Khappinghat Creek
Wallis Lake
Smiths Lake
the Myall Lakes system
Karuah River / Port Stephens.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How will Marine Activities relate to other Rural Issue Papers?
Waterways and land above the tidal limit will be considered separately in the Waterways
Issues Paper.
Waterways within the National Parks estate are automatically zoned E1 - National Parks and
Nature Reserves and will be considered in the Land Based Conservation Issue Paper.
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Mines and Quarries
What are mines and quarries?
The MidCoast area contains a variety of extractive industries, open cut mining activities and
industry training facilities related to energy production (coal, coal seam gas/petroleum);
mineral resources for use in agriculture, construction, industrial and metallurgy; and
gemstones.

Why are they important?
Mines and quarries are common rural activities across Australia and these industries make
significant contributions to State, regional and local economic and employment outcomes. At
the same time they can adversely impact the environment and communities, and are often a
major source of contention at the local level.
Councils in NSW have limited ability to influence approvals relating to mines and quarries
activities, except for relatively small-scale operations so the strategy will consider what role
Council may play to achieve more balanced outcomes on behalf of its communities.
Noting the long-term directions currently endorsed by Government in the Hunter Regional
Plan 2036, Upper Hunter Strategic Regional Land Use Plan and NSW Gas Plan will provide
the context for future growth and change within these industries.

Where can mines and quarries occur in the MidCoast?
The Mining SEPP1 makes mining and quarries permitted with consent almost anywhere that
agriculture or industry is allowed. As a result mining and quarries may occur throughout the
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local region and can have varying degrees of impact on other rural land uses. The draft
strategy will therefore discuss opportunities and challenges relevant to the MidCoast area,
such as:
•

Communities - including separation distance requirements, compensation for relocation,
and socio-economic impacts

•

Agriculture/Forestry - including separation distance requirements, interim use options
(e.g. in buffer lands), co-location and use of infrastructure and services, and longer-term
rehabilitation opportunities.

•

Environmental health / conservation - including the potential for adverse impacts
occurring within the project boundary, as well as opportunities to direct biodiversity
offsets or longer-term rehabilitation outcomes.

•

Water - (including groundwater aquifers) including considerations for water sharing and
water resource health

The strategy will consider how localised controls can assist with managing the potential for
land use conflict between mining, quarries and other land uses across the rural areas of the
MidCoast. Impacts and changes are most acutely felt at a local level, and so the strategy will
also consider how initiatives or approaches outside the Planning system may assist with
managing these projects and potential impacts as they occur.

Which communities, businesses or industries are affected?
Mining and quarries are operated by various individuals and companies, including Council,
and as a result may affect individual land owners and communities differently. Mapping will
be provided to show the potential or known locations of energy and mineral resources along
with information on the project lifecycle stages.
Mines and quarries have clearly defined lifecycles, with associated approval milestones and
must abide by strict frameworks which provide guidance to operators, communities and
government. The stages and types of activities likely to occur at each stage of a mine/quarry
operation are relevant to the consideration of impacts to rural land owners, communities
and/or environments:
•

Identification of resource potential – including Strategic Release for coal/petroleum

•

Exploration to confirm a resource is present (time-limited lease)

•

Assessment to confirm if a project is viable (time-limited lease)

•

Mining/production commencement (time-limited lease and a planning assessment is
required)

•

Ongoing operation (ongoing approval and compliance requirements, and a planning
assessment may be required to expand or modify)

Mines and Quarries
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•

Care and maintenance

•

Cessation and rehabilitation (as per conditions)

Impacts and changes are most acutely felt at a local level, so the strategy will consider how
planning controls and initiatives outside the planning system may assist with managing these
projects and potential impacts as they occur.

How do Mines and Quarries relate to other Rural Issue Papers?
Mines and Quarries can occur in many locations and therefore no single Rural Issue Paper
is identified. Consequently the strategy will consider how localised controls can assist with
managing the potential for land use conflict between mining and quarrying and other land
uses across the rural areas of the MidCoast.

Mines and Quarries
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Rural Housing
What is rural housing?
Rural housing covers residential accommodation including: boarding houses, dual
occupancies, dwelling houses, rural workers’ dwellings, secondary dwellings (granny flats)
and rural land sharing communities; but does not include tourist and visitor accommodation,
camping grounds, caravan parks or eco-tourist facilities.
The basic requirements for rural housing will be considered such as: access, proximity to
utilities and services, design and construction. The draft Rural Strategy will provide a
comparison between what rural housing currently ‘looks like’ versus how it may ‘look' in
future, based on broader trends.

Why is rural housing important?
People want to live and stay in the rural areas of the MidCoast and the demand for housing
and visitor accommodation in rural areas is expected to increase.
The increase in the number of people and visitors into rural areas must be carefully
considered to ensure it is not undermining other environmental, social or economic
outcomes – eg. where rural accommodation conflicts with existing farming enterprises, leads
to loss of biodiversity, or where it places people outside the reach of emergency services.

Where can rural housing occur in the MidCoast?
Residential accommodation in one form or another is allowed in most rural and
environmental zones, but usually only if they have a certain minimum lot size. The rural and
environmental zones include: Primary Production; Rural Landscapes; Primary Production
Small Lots; Environmental Conservation; Environmental Management; and Environmental
Living.

Rural Housing
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There are some zones that interact/overlap with these rural zones and therefore will also be
considered such as: Village; Large Lot Residential; and Tourist.
While Council's LEP strongly influences the location and type of development, State
planning controls also affect rural accommodation, for example:
•

historic concessional lot provisions,

•

allowing adjustments to property boundaries without approval. Note: not allowed where
additional dwelling entitlements may be created

•

inconsistencies in State legislation allowing rural land sharing communities, in only some
areas of the MidCoast

•

out-dated State guidelines for visitor accommodation

•

draft provisions for short-term rental accommodation

•

the pending review of state legislation for holiday parks, camping grounds and
manufactured home estates.

The draft Rural Strategy will consider the range of planning controls and their relevance to
rural lifestyle trends for rural living areas, and farm or conservation profitability for rural
areas.

Which communities, businesses or industries are affected?
A significant issue to be considered in the draft Rural Strategy is identifying the different
ways people live in our rural areas. Preliminary investigations indicate that some existing
villages and rural living areas should not be in a rural/agricultural zone, now or in the future.
The strategy will aim to clarify how we identify and zone:
•

Urban Areas - generally considered to be towns and villages that are zoned Residential
or Village and have a population greater than 500 people (based on the 2016 Census)

•

Rural Living Areas - may include historic villages with a population of less than 500 (in
2016), or rural acreage/lifestyle areas with lots of 10ha or less

•

Rural Areas - the remaining areas which include large stretches of land that have never
been developed or are primarily used for broad-acre agricultural activities

The draft Rural Strategy will not recommend any new rural living areas or urban release
areas.
Rural Living Areas
An overview of each Rural Living Area will include the best-available information:
•

Population, household and dwelling trends.

•

Existing lot and landholding sizes.

Rural Housing
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•

Availability of essential services: electricity; reticulated water; disposal and management
of sewage; and vehicular access.

•

Emergency management and response considerations.

•

Relevant planning controls including: land use zones, minimum lot sizes, dwelling
entitlements and any site-specific local provisions.

•

Other environmental or design constraints, such as flooding, rural industries etc.

Paper Subdivisions
One significant issue identified is the impact of paper subdivisions on land use and
management. Paper subdivisions are historically planned 'on paper' townships. Many have
significant environmental and/or servicing constraints as well as legal limitations that mean
they cannot be developed.
The future of paper subdivisions is a highly emotive issue for affected land owners: they own
properties that do not have dwelling entitlements; may have owned the property for decades;
and feel they have been financially disadvantaged by the purchase and having to pay rates
with 'no return'.
Each will be examined and a high-level summary of the constraints for each area provided.
Options on future land use zoning and management of these areas will also be provided,
noting that rezoning for urban development is highly unlikely based on existing information.
Examples of existing Rural Living Areas adjoining Paper Subdivision are provided below.

Rural Housing
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How will Rural Housing relate to other Rural Issue Papers?
The draft strategy will also consider how rural housing is increasingly being used as visitor
accommodation and the opportunities and challenges this creates across the rural
environment, in the Rural Tourism Issue Paper.

Rural Housing
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Rural Industries and Agriculture
What are our rural industries and agricultural activities?
Agriculture includes a range of activities including: aquaculture; irrigated pasture and fodder
crops, horticulture, turf farming, viticulture; grazing of livestock for commercial purposes;
pasture-based dairies; keeping or breeding cattle, poultry, pigs, goats, horses or other
livestock using external feed; and bee keeping.
Rural industries generally cover secondary and value-add activities involving the handling,
treating, production, processing, storage or packing of animal or plant agricultural products
for commercial purposes, including: composting facilities and works (including production of
mushroom substrate); sawmill or log processing works; stock and sale yards; and the regular
servicing or repairing of plant or equipment used for the purposes of a rural enterprise.

Why are they important?
Agriculture and associated rural industries are key drivers of economic development and
employment within the MidCoast and occur across the diverse rural, natural environments
and waterways of the region.
Many rural industries and agricultural activities share common characteristics and
infrastructure, which allows them to co-exist on the same or adjoining landholdings or within
the same waterways. However, some sectors have unique needs and must be afforded
suitable and managed separation from other land uses and activities.

Where can they exist in the MidCoast?
Agriculture and rural industries are generally located within rural and waterway zones
including: Primary Production, Rural Landscapes, Forestry, Primary Production Small Lots,
Natural Waterways, Recreational Waterways, Working Waterways; and the Working
waterfront industrial zone. The extent of existing rural zones across the MidCoast is shown
below:
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Identifying where land is relevant to agriculture can be challenging, particularly where
locations may support several different agricultural sectors. Various terms have been used in
the past by state or local governments across NSW to differentiate the significance of
agricultural lands to one or several sectors, such as:
•

Suitable agricultural lands - locations that have the natural features, access to other
infrastructure (e.g. water, transport, processing facilities), and other characteristics (eg.
separation from sensitive uses) to suit a single sector

•

Important agricultural lands - locations that may be suitable to multiple sectors and can
be produced by overlaying suitability maps for various sectors

Rural Industries and Agriculture
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•

Critical agricultural lands - lands that have been identified in State or Regional plans. To
date, this term has only been applied to the Equine and Viticulture industries.

Mapping agricultural lands is also important when considering potential land use conflict
between these activities and urban or rural living areas, mining and quarrying activities.
Identifying and mapping agricultural lands is important to assist with long-term planning for
the viability of agriculture and rural industries, including the selection of zones, application of
zone boundaries, and considering development standards such as minimum lot sizes.
Note: several State Environmental Planning Policies1 (‘SEPPs’) also play a role in planning
for agriculture and the assessment of development applications. These are currently being
reviewed by the State government.

Which communities, businesses or industries are affected?
Land-based agricultural mapping currently being prepared by the state government is
expected to provide regional suitability mapping for the following sectors that already have a
strong presence within the MidCoast:
•

Beef;

•

Dairy;

•

Intensive livestock activities such as poultry farms and piggeries;

•

Vegetable cropping and orchards; and

•

Equine industries.

Identifying and mapping the relevance of waterways to aquaculture and fishing is similarly
challenging and has generally been carried out at the state-level for:
•

Oyster aquaculture, showing priority production areas;

•

Land based aquaculture, showing potential suitability for these types of activities; and

•

Various commercial fisheries strategies, and associated rules identifying where
commercial harvesting is permitted.

A high-level overview of sectors that already have a strong presence and more complete
evidence base within the MidCoast will be provided drawing on best-available information.
This will examine factors including historic relevance, economic and employment trends,
existing operations, and typical operational requirements.
The draft Rural Strategy will also recognise opportunities for new or emerging sectors such
as bee-keeping (honey), land-based aquaculture and private forestry.
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How will Rural Industries and Agriculture relate to other Rural Issue
Papers?
Aquaculture activities will be considered in greater detail within the Marine Activities and
Waterway Issue Papers.

Rural Industries and Agriculture
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Rural Tourism
What is rural tourism?
Rural tourism is a broad term that covers not only tourist and visitor accommodation, but
facilities and structures that may cater to a range of tourism and event-based activities
including: boat ramps, boatsheds, camping grounds (primitive and formal), caravan parks,
charter and tourism boating facilities, community facilities, eco-tourist facilities, function
centres, information and education facilities, recreation areas and recreation facilities
(indoor, outdoor and major).

Why is it important?
Our region’s contribution to tourism and the visitor economy is well-recognised at State,
regional and local levels. Several plans and strategies recently endorsed by the NSW
Government, e.g. MidCoast Regional Economic Development Strategy and Hunter Regional
Plan 2036, require us to facilitate growth in this industry.
Sustainable growth in rural tourism will rely on changes to planning controls, to allow for new
tourism-related development in rural areas in a manner that is compatible with other land
uses and responsive to environmental constraints. It is important to note that there are
aspects of tourism-related development that are outside the influence of the planning
approvals process.

Where can rural tourism occur in the MidCoast?
The diversity of visitor accommodation and tourism-related facilities and services means that
this form of development can occur throughout the MidCoast area, within the majority of
zones addressed in the Rural Strategy (not just rural, environmental and waterway zones).

Rural Tourism
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The focus of the draft Rural Strategy will be the location and density of visitor
accommodation across the rural landscape, which may be managed through land use within
zones; restrictions on tourist uses on land without dwelling entitlements; subdivision via
minimum lot sizes; and local standards for specific development types, eg. number of
bedrooms for B&B and farm stay accommodation. Issues such as rural bushfire/ emergency
management and telecommunications infrastructure will also be explored as it relates to
potential tourist use locations.
The state-level guidelines and planning controls to support tourism1 are approaching ten
years old and have not been identified for review. Therefore, our draft Strategy will consider
options to establish an assessment framework that more effectively supports sustainable
growth in the tourism industry, in response to the unique requirements of the communities
and environment of the local region.

Which communities, businesses or industries are affected?
Consideration of rural tourism and the visitor economy is intended to capture the economic
contribution of all visitors to the MidCoast, including international and domestic tourists, and
visitors from within our own communities.
Because tourism is not a stand-alone industry ie. visitors are drawn to specific attractions;
natural or built features; experiences or events, the draft Strategy will discuss how tourismrelated development integrates with other unique features or opportunities within the
MidCoast area specific to rural areas, such as:
•

Waterway, coastal and marine activities

•

Agricultural and farm-to-plate opportunities

•

Recreational fishing and hunting

•

Nature-based visitation and activities

•

Rural living area tours, trails and accommodation

Rural Tourism
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Including consideration of feedback on localised strengths, weaknesses, threats and
opportunities, provided at the Rural Tourism workshop held in Gloucester in June 2018.
The Strategy will also consider those projects described in Council's Destination
Management Plan that rely on the use or development of rural lands, including: tours and
trails; centres of excellence for the environment and wetlands; rural tourist accommodation;
equestrian facilities; and other special interest projects such as the Nabiac Agricultural Hub.
The Rural Strategy will not call for or consider expressions of interest for other projects.

How will Rural Tourism relate to other Rural Issue Papers?
Tourist Routes/Drives will be discussed separately in the Rural Transport Infrastructure
Issue Paper.

Rural Tourism
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Rural Transport Infrastructure
What is rural transport infrastructure?
The draft Rural Strategy will focus on rural transport corridors and infrastructure that cater for
the highest volume of traffic associated with rural industry, tourism and agricultural
production in rural areas such as: airports, airstrips, freight transport facilities, highway
service centres, roads, service stations, transport depots, truck depots and warehouse or
distribution centres.

Why is it important?
The MidCoast area has several road and rail corridors that form part of national, regional
and local networks. Integrating planning for transport into the strategic land use planning is
important to achieve balanced and sustainable outcomes in rural areas. The integration also
ensures that the infrastructure can cater to existing and emerging development and activity
across the rural and natural areas of the MidCoast.
The draft Strategy will discuss how transport corridors (road and rail) are managed and
funded, with a focus on:
•

the heavy rail corridor;

•

inter-regional corridors – that start and/or end in other regions (including some
national routes);

•

regional corridors – that start and/or end within the Hunter region; and

•

local corridors – that start and end in the MidCoast LGA.

Special circumstances will be discussed separately for freight routes, ‘touring routes’, and
Crown roads.

Rural Transport Infrastructure
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Where can rural transport infrastructure occur in the MidCoast?
Transport corridors within the MidCoast area include important freight routes, renowned
tourist drives that showcase the diverse natural environment and key commuter roads that
connect centres, towns and villages. These corridors vary in terms of importance and may
exist in any land use zone.
The draft Rural Strategy will consider the different types of transport corridors and include an
overview of:
•

The planning classification and funding arrangements of each corridor

•

The range of uses currently supported by the corridor, this could include freight
(agriculture and forestry), tourism (key tourist destinations) and commuter uses
(important links between the centres)

•

The condition, traffic volume, capacity and safety of the corridor (where this information
is available)

•

Existing transport-oriented infrastructure and facilities servicing the corridor

•

Future planning and management considerations, including localised challenges and
opportunities specific to each corridor

Which communities, businesses or industries are affected?
Transport-oriented services and facilities must cater for freight, commuter and tourists needs
within the MidCoast area, including: highway service centres; transport terminals; visitor
information centres; public and community transport infrastructure; cycling and horse-riding
infrastructure; and public amenities.
Providing transport-oriented services and facilities can help attract users to stop and stay
longer in the MidCoast area, but the services and facilities must be well located, serviced
and managed to ensure both economic and community benefits are achieved. The Rural
Strategy will provide recommendations for how long-term planning can better support these
outcomes for the MidCoast area, but will not propose any new services or facilities.

How will Rural Transport Infrastructure relate to other Rural Issue
Papers?
Transport-related infrastructure will also be considered in the Waterways, Marine Activities
and Tourism issues papers.

Rural Transport Infrastructure
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Rural Waterways
What is DUXUDOZDWHUZD\?
Rural Waterways is a broad term used to capture fresh water resources across the MidCoast
including any aquifer, billabong, creek, estuary, inlet, lake, lagoon, marsh, pond, river, sedge
land, stream, swamp, wet meadow, wet heathland, or wetland. These waterways represent
significant ecological resources that are also used for domestic, industrial, agricultural,
aquaculture and tourism activities.

Why is it important?
Water resources and adjoining lands support a broad and diverse range of activities, which
can lead to competition or conflict. Inevitably, waterways are affected by land-based uses
and activities that need to be managed to support the health of waterways; the recharge of
groundwater resources, and support the health of ecologically sensitive areas associated
with groundwater resources.
The regulation and management of water catchments and the health of waterways is
complex. It involves the cooperation of various NSW government agencies, MidCoast Water
Services, local individuals and community groups such as Landcare. The range of resources
that Council can draw upon to inform the long-term planning and management for water
security and healthy waterways will be summarised within the Strategy.

Where are the rural waterways of the MidCoast?
Waterways are normally organised and managed as part of a water catchment - where water
is collected within the natural landscape and eventually flows to a creek, river, dam, lake,
ocean, or groundwater system e.g. aquifer.
Fresh water catchments, tributaries, groundwater and surface water resources are usually
not identified in a waterway zone. Instead they may be identified as a specialised map layer
within a local environmental plan, with specific assessment requirements related to natural
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hazards such as flooding and coastal risk; sustainable water quality, quantity and
management outcomes.
The MidCoast area has six separate water catchments, all of which contain groundwater and
surface water resources:
•

Two drinking water catchments: the Manning River Catchment and the Karuah River
Catchment.

•

Four smaller catchment areas: Smiths Lake, Wallis Lake, the Myall Lakes and the
Khappinghat catchments.

The Rural Strategy will provide an overview of each catchment to describe the following
(based on best-available information):
•

The types of water resources, including any drinking water supplies where relevant;

•

Water quality objectives and community values;

•

Common rural uses or activities occurring now, or expected in the future;

•

Known threats to water availability, water quality or catchment health; and

•

Current health status, including any known conservation or rehabilitation actions that are
already taking place or are otherwise required.

•

This overview will provide a collective understanding for long-term planning to better
manage land uses through the application of planning controls that support waterways
health.

Which communities, businesses or industries are affected?
The biggest threats to water quality (aside from natural phenomena such as drought) and
catchment health come from land-use activities. Waterways within the MidCoast area are
under continued pressure from water usage, as well as the potential for pollution or other
impacts associated with a range of rural land uses and activities including:
•

Land-based agriculture (including farming, forestry and land-based aquaculture), mining
and quarrying, all of which can be high-volume water users, affect downstream flows as
a result of farm dams or can impact waterways through run-off;

•

Fishing and aquaculture that occur within waterways, which can lead to contamination or
depleted fish species;

•

Tourism and recreational activities (e.g. boating, kayaking), which can lead to
competition for space within and access to, waterways or lands adjoining waterways; or
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•

Large scale development, which can change run-off patterns, lead to contamination
(particularly where it relies on on-site sewage management systems), or cumulatively
deplete water resources;

Major Water infrastructure projects up to and including major trunk water pipelines, water
supply dams and treatment facilities.

How will Rural Waterways relate to other Rural Issue Papers?
Waterways up to the tidal limit are discussed in the Marine Activities paper. Waterways
within National Parks and other ecologically sensitive areas will also be discussed in the
Conservation Issue Papers.
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